
Developing Worldclass Leaders
and Teams for Over 15 Years

At ASC Coaching and Training, we help and inspire senior level executives and 

team to become more connected to their lives and business goals, resulting in 

greater performance, and highly improved business results.  Our belief is that 

for growing organizations,  “what got you here, won’t get you there!”  

Through our services, including one:one coaching, team coaching, workshops 

and consulting, we address some of the most pressing challenges and 

opportunities of fast-growing organization including:

OUR CLIENTS

Lack of Trust

Lack of Alignment Around
Values and Vision 
Dysfunctional Team

Ineffective Communications 
and Storytelling

Disempowered Leaders

Poorly Managed Conflict

Low Employee Morale

Disengaged Employees

Leadership Upleveling  

Increasing Capacity

Improving Decision Making Change 

and Uncertainty

Stress and Burnout  

Creating A Coaching Culture

Group Coaching  •  1:1 Coaching  • Sales Meetings  •  Workshops

Retreat Planning & Facilitaton  •  Leadership Training  •  Train the Trainer

CLIENT SERVICES

WHY IS NOW THE RIGHT TIME TO INVEST IN LEADERSHIP,
COMMUNICATIONS, OR TEAM COACHING, OR TEAM WORKSHOPS?

U.S. workers say they received 
recognition for their work within 

the past seven days.2

Employees who don’t feel recognized 
are twice as likely to say they’ll quit 

their job within the next year.

of employees say they have a 
“great deal of trust” in their 

employers.3

Some of the top reasons for low 
trust are poor compensation, 

unequal opportunities for pay. 

of employees report their CEO
is empathetic.1

However, 92% of of CEOs report 
their organization is empathetic. 
This gap in perspective directly 

affects employee morale.

50%
ONLY

1 in 3
ONLY

46%
ONLY

1. https://www.forbes.com/sites/karenhigginbottom/2018/05/31/why-empathy-matters-in-the-workplace/#5fd8476c1130
2. https://www.gallup.com/workplace/236441/employee-recognition-low-cost-high-impact.aspx

3. https://www.ey.com/gl/en/about-us/our-people-and-culture/ey-global-study-trust-in-the-workplace



WE FOCUS ON HELPING YOUR ORGANIZATION
GO FROM GOOD TO GREAT

Highlights of ASC Coaching and Training’s achievements have included  the design and implementation 
of a comprehensive management development and coaching program for mid-level managers in an 
omni-channel marketing firm, resulting in 100 percent retention over the year the program was in 
place,  training hundreds of leaders and coaches to develop coaching skills and receive ICF certification, 
with 100 percent success, and the development of a company-wide leadership development program for 
boutique marketing agency, resulting in improved culture and greater retention

INDUSTRIES WE WORK WITH
Beauty Luxury Brands Technology Marketing & PR Firms Financial Services

Professonal Services Higher EducationNon-Profits Arts & Entertainment

WORKSHOP TOPICS
Building Trust
“In a two-day workshop, Alan used 

sensitivity, focus and well-honed facilitation 

skills to help our team successfully address 

the most pressing issues.  The key outcome 

was an excellent path forward that carries 

through to this day and has made us a much 

stronger firm as a result.”

NICK KALM
PRESIDENT & FOUNDER
REPUTATION PARTNERS, LLC

The Connection Challenge
“Alan is an expert in communications and leadership, and 

he offered story after story about how creating stronger 

connection directly impacts the bottom line. In a 

distracted and noisy world, Alan’s keynote provides 

audience members with ways to stay focused on the 

relationships that matter most, and tips and techniques to 

empower stronger and more connected communication.”

ORLY AMOR
PRESIDENT
GLOBAL MENTORING CENTER INC

The Emotionally Intelligent Leader
“It was a great pleasure to have worked with 

and have Alan Cohen who presented to our 

special interest group within the Society for 

Human Resources Management. Alan was 

highly engaging, informative,

and entertaining.”

JANE GIOS
SOCIETY FOR HUMAN
RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

Leadership Lessons I Learned
From Harry Potter

“Entwining the magic of Harry Potter with lessons on 

leadership was a great twist. Hearing war stories from the 

real world is always a great way to learn, and the ‘fun 

client’ makes everyone want to listen.”

EVA R. HORNAK
PAST PRESIDENT,
NORTH CAROLINA CHAPTER,
PUBLIC RELATIONS SOCIETY OF AMERICA

Connecting in A Disconnected World  •  Coaching Skills For Leaders
Creating Coheasive Teams  •  Managing Conflict  •  Finding The Gold in Difficult Conversations

ADDITIONAL WORKSHOP TOPICS



ASC Coaching and Speaking is part of a collaborative network of professionally 
trained coaches with independent firms located worldwide specializing in the 
KickStart Your Edge Get REAL: Leadership® methodology to transform individuals 
and organizations. The exceedingly proficient coaches in this network deliver 
customized, cutting-edge experiences designed to benefit any executive, director, 
manager, or team lead by changing how they show up at work. These highly 
interactive trainings empower individuals and teams by getting in the trenches to 
inspire innovative business thinking to create lasting change.

Creating Empowered Connection
for Leaders and Teams

ABOUT ALAN
For over three decades, Alan Cohen has worked with business leaders, as an 
executive and team coach, senior marketing professional and human 
resources consultant.  As a sought-after speaker,  author, leadership 
instructor and executive coach, he has helped and inspired senior level 
executives and teams to become more connected to their lives and business 
goals, resulting in greater performance, and highly improved business results.

Alan has built a 30+ year career around the idea that no matter the industry or 
challenge, breakthroughs come from mastering effective communication. Spending decades as both 
a marketing expert and Human Resources consultant, he presided over the successful launch of the 
Harry Potter series as Scholastic’s Director of Marketing, as well as serving as Director of 
Communications for the Broadway League, representing the Tony Awards. Alan has worked with 
global organizations including, Bloomberg, Tiffanys, NBC / Bravo, American Express, Skadden Arps, 
Edelman and MetLife, and hundreds of small businesses and solopreneurs, and speaks frequently to 

groups and at conferences on the power of connection.

As an author, Alan drew upon his success in Public Relations to pen 
his first book, “Those Difficult Talks for PR Pros.” Widely praised by 
industry professionals, it became a valued resource. As an Executive 
Coach, he discovered a universal need for a better understanding of 
the connection between communication and authentic leadership; his 
most recent book, “The Connection Challenge™: How Executives Create 
Power and Possibility in the Age of Distraction,” invites executives to 
shatter the boundaries of conventional thinking — while revealing the 
path to ultimate success.

Alan holds the Professional Certified Coach designation through the 
International Coach Federation.  He has an MBA from Fordham Graduate School of Business, and is 
certified in Emotional Intelligence and Myers Briggs.

TO DISCUSS HOW WE CAN DEVELOP A CUSTOMIZED APPROACH
FOR YOUR ORGANIZATION, PLEASE CONTACT US:

646-489-4989 alan@alansamuelcohen.com alansamuelcohen.com
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